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Our daily and weekly menu is featured on

our new website. Now you can click before

you come here. Just try not to drool all

over your keyboard.
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Check out what’s

cookin’ at the

Smokehouse Café
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For lunch or dinner, the Smokehouse Café offers

up a variety of dishes, from comfort foods to classic

cuisine in a rustic setting that is complete with

a spectacular view of Back Bay.

Open Monday to Friday from 11:30 am to 7:00 pm

Lunch from 11:30 am to 2:00 pm

Dinner from 4:00 pm to 7:00 pm

902 Sikyea Tili, Ndilo • (867) 873-6439

twitter: @yksmokehouse
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front edge

Meet Leaving YK’s younger,

better-looking sibling: Returning

At some point, just about everyone in YK has a great friend leave town. Like many people, I’ve dealt

with this more than once. But transience is a life-in-the-‘Knife staple, and a subject so well covered in this

magazine that we’re on a calculated break from the topic.

The first person to write about leaving was my good friend Loren McGinnis. But after nearly two years in

Toronto, in late March, I learned Loren would be returning as the new host of CBC North’s Trailbreaker

morning show. As a quick plug for Loren, if you haven’t been listening to Radio One in the mornings,

please give 1340 AM a shot. I promise it’ll be worth it.

In the past, when good friends moved away, I questioned my decision to stay. But nearly six years ago,

I also left with no plan to return. Less than a year later, I was lured back by a great job offer paired with

strong memories of the city's sense of community and possibility.

Along with the ideas of community and possibility, in every issue of EDGE YK we try to tell stories

illustrating something adding a bit of awesome to life here. This issue, our largest yet, is no different.

I’m thinking of everything from Amy Lizotte’s story on harnessing YK’s produce potential by establishing

a farmer’s market, to Jamie Bastedo’s story on how to build a quinzhee, to photographer Pat Kane’s

behind-the-scenes look at the incredibly popular Brrrlesque show.

I’m amazed and excited by how many people have told me they send the magazine to friends

elsewhere to encourage a visit. Others, who have left town, tell me the magazine makes them want to

move back North. And whether you’re reading this issue thinking about visiting, staying, leaving, or

returning to live in YK, here’s hoping you’ll find something that interests you.

Until June/July,
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Publisher / Editor
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Pat

Kane



Pat is well-known for his photographs of people, culture, business and

lifestyle. He’s gone bowling near the North Pole, hunted for moose

with Canadian Rangers in Tulita, and had dinner with a circus troupe

in Igloolik. Wherever he goes, Pat puts everyone he photographs

at ease with his sense of humour and down-to-earth approach. In

September, he took the giant leap to start Pat Kane Photo here in

Yellowknife specializing in government, corporate and editorial work.

patkanephoto.com



Herb

Mathisen



Herb has been away from Yellowknife for three and a half years, but

still can’t shut up about the place. Since leaving the city that birthed

him, he has survived in Montreal long enough to find a writing and

editing gig with a mining magazine. Like most folks who have called

Yellowknife home at one time or another, he has become an unofficial

spokesperson for the city. And from this unimpeachable position (read:

soapbox), in this issue, he takes the gloves off to lambaste Arctic Air’s

melodramatic take on YK.



Elizabeth

McMillan



Elizabeth is one of many Prince Edward Islanders who’s traded in red

sand and lobsters for ice roads and char. She left the East Coast for

what she expected would be a nine-month stint at Yellowknifer, but

northern storytelling got her hooked fast and she’s regretted buying a

white parka for the four winters since. By day Elizabeth is a reporter with

CBC North, likely best known for covering the legislative assembly,

where fashion writing (her topic in this issue) doesn’t come into play

often, but maybe should.
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JiM

Green



Jim is a celebrated storyteller, poet, writer, broadcaster, and entertainer

who’s been living in the NWT for over 40 years. He’s a gyrating old

counter-culture buzzard with a keen wit, sharp tongue, twinkling

eye, and an infectious sense of wonder at this life. A consummate

bullshooter, Jim is presently fulfilling his personal Bucket List. What’s

that? Find out by dropping by for tea and a visit at

www.jimgreenstoryteller.com
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Jamie

Bastedo



Jamie is a biologist turned storyteller who intimately connects readers of

all ages with the magic and mystery of nature. He has written 12 books

celebrating the North, including two climate-change thrillers, On Thin

Ice, and its sequel, Sila’s Revenge. Latest non-fiction: Trans Canada Trail

Guide to the Northwest Territories. His latest fiction, NIGHTHWAWK!,

gives a literal birds-eye view of migration from the Amazon to the

Arctic. To dig deeper into the wonders of snow see Falling for Snow,

hailed by Canadian Geographic as “an avalanche of information about

snow.” All Jamie’s books are available at the Yellowknife Book Cellar.



iPhone 5 deserves the largest LTE network.

1



With Bell, you get access to Canada's largest LTE network.1 Plus, you get unlimited

access to the largest Wi-Fi network across Canada, available at participating

coffee shops, quick-serve restaurants and bookstores.
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Yellowknife

4802 50th St Lower YK Center

867 873-5441



Current as of December 11, 2012. Available with compatible devices within network coverage areas available from Bell Mobility; see bell.ca/coverage. Subject to change without notice. Other

conditions apply. (1) Based on total square kms of coverage on the shared 4G LTE network available from Bell vs. Rogers LTE network. See bell.ca/LTE for details. Apple and iPhone are

trademarks of Apple Inc.
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found food



Sensational Seared Muskox

It’s been a few issues since we’ve had a Found Food recipe, and with so many people asking what happened to it, we wanted to

bring it back. Thanks to Francois Rossouw for sharing this delicious grilled wild-meat marinade. If you’re not a hunter – and don’t

have friends who are – you can often find muskox and bison at Northern Fancy Meats and, at times, the Co-op.

Meat

2 – 5 lb. tenderloin or back strap

Marinade

•	 1 cup of dry red wine

•	 2 tablespoons red balsamic vinegar

•	 ½ cup of grape seed oil

•	 3 grated garlic cloves

•	 1 tablespoon grated fresh ginger

•	 1 tablespoon ground coriander seed

•	 Sprig of thyme

•	 ½ teaspoon of black &amp; white pepper

•	 Any fresh herb to your liking

Place the marinade and meat in a

container and seal.



Cooking

On the evening of the third day of

marinating, open a decent bottle of dry

red wine. Pour yourself a glass and then:



Prior to serving

•	 Thinly slice tenderloin in bite-size or 3

oz. servings

•	 On individual warmed plates –

place meat portions, cover with a

tablespoon cranberry sauce and

drizzle with melted dark chocolate



•	 Oil BBQ grill

•	 Preheat to 450°F

•	 Place the meat on the grill, turn heat

down a ¼ notch. (Be prepared for

lots of smoke and some flame)



Serve with oven-roasted new baby

potatoes in duck fat (available at Luluz)

and steamed broccoli and baby carrots

or other vegetables of your choice.

Open another bottle of wine and enjoy.



•	 Turn the meat regularly while

spooning additional marinade after

each turn



NOTE: Always prepare and cook

wild meat with GRAPE SEED oil, as it

can withstand the high heat required

for searing. And please, never over

cook wild meat as it's so lean it easily

becomes tough.



•	 After about 15 minutes of this hell,

remove meat and place on a platter



Store in the fridge, turning the meat

twice daily for three days.



•	 The meat should be medium to

medium rare, the bloodier the better



Sauce

•	 ½ cup of wild cranberries

•	 ½ cup of cognac



•	 Pour about 1/4 cup of marinade over

the meat and place in oven at 300 F

to keep warm



Have a recipe that includes at least one

northern ingredient? Send it to editor@

edgeyk.ca.



Place ingredients in pot and slowly heat

to reduce.



Choic



e Hot



Friendly. Clean. And Simply Super!

308 Old Airport Road | (867) 669-8888

www.super8yellowknife.com
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Hard-drinking town?

EDGE YK’s stats team crunched the data to see whether YK’s love of booze is real or

imagined. While it appears we’re drinking as much or more than we think, the magazine

would like to take this opportunity to remind you to drink responsibly this summer.

Seriously.



Percent of population

that drink hard

and often*



Annual liquor

store sales

per person**



Yellowknife = 17%

Canada = 4%



Yellowknife = $1,335

Halifax &amp; Area = $714



Downtown YK Liquor Store

Top Sellers by Units Sold

	Beer	



Wine	



Liquor



1	

Budweiser – 6-pack 	 Private Stock Port 	

		

750 ml	



Smirnoff – 350 ml



Kokanee – 6-pack	

2nd	

		



Smirnoff – 750 ml



st



Magnotta Ice Wine	

50 ml	



Budweiser – 15 pack	 Jackson-Triggs 	

Smirnoff – 200 ml

3rd	

		

Cabernet-Sauvignon	

		

750 ml

*	 Proportion of population aged 15 and older, that drinks one or more times per

week and usually consumes 5 or more drinks on each occasion. Source: 2009

NWT Addictions Survey; 2010 Canadian Alcohol &amp; Drug Use Monitoring Survey
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If you can’t

have fun here,

give up.

5018 Franklin Ave.

Open Monday to Saturday

11:30 am to 2 am
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**	Annual liquor store sales per population aged 15 and older. Source: 2011-12 NWT

Liquor Commission Annual Report; 2012 Nova Scotia Liquor Corp. Annual Report;

2011 Census
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How to Build

a Quinzhee

Pile Up, then Pile In

Jamie’s daughter Jaya Bastedo (R) and friend Carmen

Panayi settle in for the night in their homemade quinzhee.

The towel above their heads is pulled down over the

entrance at night to help keep the heat in and the critters

out. The halo you can see around the quinzhee is from

Jamie’s breath. That night it was - 25 Celsius outside but a

balmy - 5 Celsius inside — such is the insulating power of

snow!



All you need to build a quinzhee is a shovel, bucket, pot, or in

a pinch, your own two hands. You’ll also need several sticks

about 30 centimetres long.

Choose a site where the snow has not been previously

disturbed. Trample or clear the snow from a circular area of

about two to four metres in diameter, depending on how

many people, dogs, kidlets, etc., you plan to accommodate.



(My wife Brenda once built an eight-person quinzhee – now

that I would like to have seen.) Then pile loose snow onto the

circular area to make a dome-shaped mound about two meters

high. Make sure the snow gets thoroughly mixed by stirring it

occasionally or flinging it well into the air as you pile it. Break

all blocks into fine powder and avoid any icy layers. You want

a pile high and wide enough so that, when hollowed out,

you can at least undress in a sitting position without touching

the walls. If you want to practice your dance steps in there or

hold a cello recital, well, keep piling. But keep in mind that the

greater the interior volume, the longer it will take to warm up

your quinzhee – from your body heat, that is.
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Unless you grew up in Igloolik or Resolute, a quinzhee

(pronounced QUIN-zee) is way easier to build than an igloo.

The word itself stems from Athapaskan cultures, including the

northern Dene, whose traditional ways of life are rooted deep

in the subarctic snow. This kind of snow shelter — and there

are many others, from drift burrows to snow castles — is made

by heaping snow into a big pile then hollowing it out. Honest,

that’s it. Our fluffy, thermally stratified snow around Yellowknife

is the perfect building material, especially after ripening on the

ground all winter.
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photo and story by Jamie Bastedo



Why the sticks? They serve as depth

gauges in the quinzhee’s wall so that

during the hollowing-out process you

leave enough thickness for adequate

insulation, at least 20 centimetres. Push

the sticks two-thirds of the way into the

snow pile, spacing them evenly across

the surface. Some people use lots of

sticks. Others pride themselves in using

only a handful. Either way, it should look

like a giant pin cushion when you finish

this stage.

I usually leave the mound to harden for

at least two to three hours. The colder

it is outside and/or the longer you

wait before digging it out, the harder

your quinzhee will be. Unless you’re

in an emergency situation, try waiting

overnight to get good strong walls.

Then begin burrowing a low entrance

into the pile at ground level. Keep the

entrance just big enough for one person



to crawl in. It’s very important to start

hollowing upward as soon as you can

to reduce the potentially dangerous

snowload overhead. Scrape out the

lower walls and floor last. When you

encounter sticks, you’ll know to stop

burrowing in that particular direction.

Thin weak walls are dangerous and

just won’t hold the heat. Besides,

unintended windows serve no useful

purpose in a quinzhee. If you want to

get fancy, you could slip in a modest

pane of lake ice to let the sunshine (or

moonshine) in.



boughs or dry grass add a nice insulating

touch for the pure at heart. Now is that

luxury or what?



To get the greatest enjoyment from

your quinzhee, build a raised sleeping

platform that’s higher than the level of

the entrance. This creates a kind of “cold

well” in lower sections, allowing the

heavier cold air to drain off. Keep about

15 centimetres of packed snow on the

quinzhee floor. A caribou skin, spruce



A quinzhee remains at its best when the

temperature is -15 C or colder and the air

is relatively dry. Under these conditions,

a well-built quinzhee will last you for

weeks until temperatures creep above

zero and that good old spring sun turns

it to mush.



Other important finishing touches

include smoothing the interior walls to

avoid potential drip points, and poking

a small vent hole through the top to

ensure a supply of fresh air. If you’re

planning to spend the night inside or are

leaving the quinzhee for some time, you

may want to block the entrance with a

slab of snow, a chunk of plywood, or an

old blanket to keep the heat in and the

critters out.



The “Quinzhee Effect”:



how it works

A quinzhee holds together thanks to differences

in the temperature and shape of snow crystals

in the various layers of undisturbed snow on the

ground. As you shovel snow into a pile, you’re

stirring up all these different crystals.
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This process of mixing and compaction

dramatically increases their density and hardness

by sintering, or coalesceing, different kinds of

snow together. Moister, warmer layers of snow

near the ground fuse with colder crystals near the

surface. Once the pile has set you can dig it out

to make a shelter.
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Design Features: Yours for Free

•	 Dome shape for structural stability

•	 Thick walls for maximum insulation

•	 Vent hole for excess moist air to escape and for good

oxygen circulation

•	 Smooth inside walls to prevent drip points

•	 Raised platform to take advantage of warmer air above

•	 Small, low entrance hole to prevent escape of warm air

•	 Entrance hole sheltered from prevailing wind for

protection from drafts and excessive drifting



CUSTOM JEWELLERY/FINE ART

AWARD WINNING DESIGNS

CANADIAN DIAMONDS
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UNITED IN CELEBRATION

SCULPTURE / SOMBA K’E PARK



Francois P ThibaulT

4609 Franklin ave | tbo@theeedge.ca | 873-5672
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Trimming the



Closet Fat

YK women finding shopping bliss on the internet



With limited retail options, and at times hefty shipping fees

for returns, many budget-conscious fashionistas are turning

to online market places to freshen up their wardrobes.

Take for instance YK Chicas, a Facebook forum with a

following of more than 2,000 members – equivalent to 10

per cent of Yellowknife’s population — and a steady stream



of closet discards on display. It’s the site that matched me

up with my new favourite jeans. The Facebook group boasts

dozens of posts a day. It’s trendier than YK Trader and like

other popular Yellowknife forums, such as YK Moms, has a

specific audience.

Founder Tanya Kidston-Kasteel says when the group started

in the summer of 2012 there were 100 people joining a

day. The premise was to offer up barely used, higher-end

women’s clothing. Now there’s a mix of never-used pieces

at half price, well-loved gems and everything from shoes

to snow pants to lingerie. Perusing can involve sifting

discounted T-shirts that would likely get tossed from most

bargain bins — just one of the reasons the group is so

popular.
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Welcome to the new reality of online shopping in

Yellowknife, courtesy of Facebook.



by Elizabeth McMillan
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It’s a blustery cold night and I’m peering into the windows

of a townhouse near Tin Can Hill. Within minutes a stranger

has welcomed me into her home and I’m slipping into a pair

of jeans she bought but never wore, sizing myself up in her

bathroom mirror. The tag is still on them – $60. I pay $25

and walk away with a smile.



photo by Pat Kane



“It’s super easy to get rid of stuff that you don’t wear, and

you can find something you need really quickly,” says

frequent seller and shopper Shawna Bassett.

She says the group is her ‘go-to’ place, if she’s in a fashion

bind.

“If you need some shoes or something for a party on

the weekend, you’ll never have a hope in hell to order

something. It’s awesome you can ask a bunch of girls in

Yellowknife for help.”

Because it’s Facebook – and many names are familiar — the

group has the illusion of browsing through a friend’s closet.

The transition to face-to-face transactions isn’t such a stretch.

“It’s a little community,” says my friend Hilary Bird, who

admits she has a penchant for digital window-shopping.

“You can go online and find people who are your exact

same body type.” Her logic is getting rid of a pair of unused

(and maybe unworn) boots for $20 is better than empty

promises to wear them. It’s also a quick way to round up

some cash. Within two days of posting 15 items, she had

$350 and didn’t notice the dent in her closet.

Bird says she knows a handful of the people who’ve bought

her things, but many shoppers are from communities and

just passing through Yellowknife.

“I’ve actually been downtown and seen someone wearing

my clothes. It feels good that they go to a better home than

mine,” she laughs.

My first purchase was from a friend. Drawn in by the

Facebook post, I dropped in to chat and take a look at her

cast offs. Despite the dropping temperatures, I came home

with a barely-worn BCBG summer dress, snapped up for a

fraction of its retail price.

A tip? Post during work hours, when people are glued to

their computers. If it’s stamped with Lululemon, expect a

bidding war.

“As soon as you post, it’s like an explosion of people,

notification, notification, notification,“ says Bird. “It doesn’t

take long, sometimes seconds.”
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But Kidston-Kasteel says the steady stream of texts, calls and

back-up buyers was exhausting.

“I had a notebook, I had to,” she says. “It’s a lot of work to

keep track of who commented on your item and who is

coming when, who is second and third in line. It was crazy,

like a full-time job.”

But now Kidston-Kasteel is literally making organizing

Yellowknife’s second-hand clothing her own full-time job,

and she’s going head-to-head with the site that’s now

taken on a life of its own. She said the success of YK Chicas

inspired her to open her new consignment store on Franklin

Avenue, Vintage Vogue. In her opinion, the site got too

bogged down with clothing that strayed from its mandate,

and she wanted to cast off on her own.

“It was a confirmation that people make good money here,

dress well and have no other choices than to donate brandnew items.”

The concept isn’t new to Yellowknife, either. In the early

80s, Kidston-Kasteel’s mother, Ginette Kidston, and Fran

Hurcomb ran a similar store, “Second Hand Rose.”

Kidston-Kasteel is not deterred by the online competition.

She maintains connecting with, and tracking down,

strangers isn’t ideal for all shoppers, and some may prefer

conventional changing rooms to someone’s bathroom.

Within a week of putting out a call for clothing, she had filled

1,200 hangers and packed a storeroom.

While YK Chicas shows no sign of losing members, the new

store may be proof there’s still plenty of growing room in a

city that loves to shop.

Chatting with Kidston-Kasteel inspires me to start rifling

through my own closet. Instead of imagining how I might

wear an outfit, I quickly envision its online retail potential.

The heap on my floor grows quickly. I’ve been holding on to

some hardly-worn pieces for far too long, it’s time to open

up room for some new ones. New to me, that is.



First Air: proudly supporting

Super Soccer and our

community.



from both territories participating each year. Thank you

Super Soccer athletes and organizers, for flying First Air

while demonstrating the spirit of Northern competition

and sportsmanship.



VISIT US AT THE



YELLOWKNIFE CHAMBER

OF COMMERCE SPRING

TRADESHOW

YELLOWKNIFE MULTIPLEX ARENA

MAY 11 &amp; 12



Jr. Super Soccer — April 25 to 28, 2013

Sr. Super Soccer — May 1 to 5, 2013



Like us!



/firstair



Book online at firstair.ca or call 1 800 267 1247
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First Air is proud to support Super Soccer, the largest



Separate… Se séparer...

together. ensemble.

Family Mediation.



Private. Informal. Flexible. Positive.

A co-operative approach

to separating and

divorce for families

with children.



Begin a better ending



Médiation familiale.



Privé. Informel. Flexible. Positif.

Une approche coopérative à la

séparation et au divorce pour

les familles qui ont

des enfants.



Commencer une meilleure fin



Call 1-866-217-8923 to talk privately about what is happening in your family and how a mediator can help.

Appelez au 1-866-217-8923 pour parler en toute confidence de ce qui se passe dans

votre famille et pour voir comment un médiateur peut vous aider.

With funding assistance

from Justice Canada



Programme offert grâce au financement

obtenu du ministère de la Justice du Canada



629-029 Edge Mag
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Rediscovering Discovery Mine



photo courtesy Derek Lovlin



The Ghosts of Gold Mines Past



by Ryan Silke



A Victoria Day parade on the Discovery tailings airstrip in the early 1960s.



Years ago, if you wanted to see an intact abandoned community

you went to Discovery Mine. It was my favourite place and I had the

great privilege to fly up to the mine, located 90 kilometres north of

Yellowknife, on four pilgrimages before the government tore down

the buildings in 2005.

Discovery was a very rich deposit, churning out an ounce of gold

for every ton of rock milled between 1950 and 1969. Miners say the



Horst and Inga Nendsa called Discovery home between 1955 and

1965. They shared with me home videos of the town in its heyday.

Grainy images of kids at play and men at work memorialize time and

place. Two women struggle to hold a gold bar. A large tractor hauls

freight through the main street. Children ride colourful bikes down

the hard-packed tailings.

The Discovery I knew was almost forgotten, its decrepit houses

rotting away. Yards were overgrown with weeds. Equipment and

furniture were salvaged long ago. A solemn sight for the nostalgic,

it was far different than the action of those old movies, but still an

exciting portrait of what used to be.

For many years I have sought out the ruins of mining camps and

their artifacts, collecting stories from those that worked and lived

there. I miss Discovery and the other old mines that are now gone,

but I often re-imagine them when chatting with old-timers who

share their happy memories. I cringe at the thought that one day the

beautiful houses at Giant will also be demolished, obliterated from

the Yellowknife landscape like so much of our mining heritage.



The experiences of NWT mine workers and their families are captured in Ryan Silke’s newest book High Grade Tales: stories from mining

camps of the NWT, available at the Book Cellar and Down to Earth Gallery. Silke is a Yellowknife historian and explorer of all things old.
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Yellowknife gold mines have all closed and the ruins are slowly

disappearing. They were once vibrant communities, with all

the amenities expected from those that moved to the Arctic —

cafeterias, housing, stores, gardens and recreation. Those families

have mostly left now, leaving empty shells of buildings in the wake of

a collapsed industry.



gold was smeared across the tunnel walls like butter. Speed Taylor

was chief assayer and raves about just how much profit came out of

that mine, and believes you can find gold in the rock used to build

roads.
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Giant Mine town site is the number one ghost town in Canada to

see before it’s gone, according to a December blog on macleans.

ca. Citing ghost towns as “testimony to our pioneering spirit and

to dashed dreams – offering visitors haunting, often picturesque

glimpses of the Canadian past,” Giant tops Macleans’ list of 11

abandoned places. While I doubt tourists will come flocking to

Yellowknife because of this (the townsite has been closed to the

public since 2005 because of health and safety concerns, and can

only be explored with special permission), it is nice to see exposure

for our mining camps of old.



Brrrlesque

Behind the scenes of YK’s hottest ticket | Story and photos by Pat Kane

Gracey Finass gives a coy wink and smile to a hooting, whistling

crowd before strutting off-stage. It’s here where Gracey turns back

into Erika Nyyssonen, director of Brrrlesque, the mid-winter variety

show ticketed as “The Hottest Show in Town!”



some event-planning skills and enthusiasm we had no clue what

producing a show would entail,” MacEachern says. “We went

in pretty much blind and relied on our performers and friends as

resources.”



Backstage, Nyyssonen is all business as she helps with last-minute

costume adjustments, directs traffic, answers questions and

nudges stagehands along. As the next act is introduced, a nervous

performer turns to a sign on the wall that reads, “Smile, Breathe,

Enjoy.” A moment later, her chin pops up, her smile widens and

she heads on stage. Nyyssonen pauses, looks up and smiles wide

herself knowing that the performer, like the rest of them, is going to

send the crowd into an absolute frenzy.



From the start, Brrrlesque was a hit with Yellowknifers, with each

show selling out in less than 10 minutes. In fact, if there’s a thorn in

the show’s side, it might be that it’s too popular and many people

can’t see it. “Ticket sales are our least favourite part of the show,”

MacEachern says. “People comment about how great it must feel

that our show is so popular that it sells out in minutes. Yes, it is

flattering, but I mostly feel sad we can't accommodate everyone.”
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Brrrlesque, now in its third year, was originally pieced together

in 2009 for the launch of a ‘zine called Do It Up, published by

Yellowknife residents Jennifer Knowlan and Krystal Thompson. “Our

Love &amp; Sex issue was being released and Krystal suggested we do a

burlesque show,” says Knowlan. “With no funding and three months

to launch date, we got rolling! It was a bit disorganized at first, but

the performers were amazing and it all came together.”

A year later, Nyssonen and close friend, Camilla MacEachern (who

both performed in Knowlan and Thompson’s show) decided to

build on the experience. The result was the first Brrrlesque event

at the Top Knight Pub in April 2010. “To be honest, aside from
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Despite these growing pains, the show goes on and ticket sales

pay for operational fees, like professional lighting and sound. The

performers, all 35 of them this year, are volunteers. “We’re moms,

electricians, x-ray techs, nursing students, film commissioners, civil

servants, news reporters, personal trainers, consultants, capoeira

instructors and museum archivists,” MacEachern says.

When asked why these women make such sacrifices to put on

Brrrlesque, MacEachern replies with a nice soundbite: “Life begins

at the end of your comfort zone,” she says. “Everyone has their own

inspiring reasons for pushing their own limits – and blood pressure.

The show on stage is amazing, but the experience behind the

scenes is truly magical.”
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PTARMI!



5024 51ST STREET

ABOVE TRU HARDWARE

920-0770
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33 x 80”, full colour digital print

hardware + carrying case



Your garden

starts here...

Victoria Day Long Weekend
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106 Drybones Drive - Kam LaKe

873-2369

www.arcticfarmer.com
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Become Your Own Arctic Farmer

From soil to tools, fertilizer to decor,

we have everything you need to transform

your yard into a beautiful garden
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Yellowknife’s Only Local Grower!

All of our beautiful and aromatic annuals,

delicious produce, and fresh herbs are

grown by our team of experts



photo Pat Kane



Bruce Elliott,

owner-operator of

Arctic Green Energy,

stands next to his

wood pellet loader

in Kam Lake.



North America’s self-proclaimed



Diamond Capital also has the largest

number of wood pellet boilers of any

community on the continent, says Van

Tighem – more than 230 large, medium

and small are in operation.

One thousand kilometres north of the

nearest oil refinery, Yellowknife lives and

works on the front line of volatile fossil

fuel prices. A decade ago, the owner



of a small fiberglass factory thought

wood pellets might be the answer to

his energy dilemma. A fiberglass shop

needs a constant change of air - the cost

of heating and venting is like blowing

money out the window — so Bruce

Elliott experimented with wood pellets.

He concluded there was a business in

it and five years ago sold the territorial

government on his vision.
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Welcome to Yellowknife, Canada’s

pellet boiler capital. Not the first choice

for a boast to tourists who want to see

where the ice road to the diamond

mines begins, but it’s one that former

Mayor Gordon Van Tighem delights in,

especially when thoughts are on heating

costs.
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by Jack Danylchuk



“It took a bit of convincing, but once we showed them it

worked, their response has been good,” says Elliott, now

owner-operator of Arctic Green Energy.

The first project was the North Slave Correctional Facility in

Yellowknife. Elliott installed the boilers, and under a 10-year

contract, sells the heat to the government below the current

price of fuel oil.

“It has cost them nothing, and they get green energy.”

Prior to the summer of 2008, oil prices were more than $1.20

per litre, resulting in payback periods as low as three to five

years for converting to wood pellets. The government moved

quickly to take advantage of the savings, converting many of

its buildings in the capital, including the Legislative Assembly.

At the current cost of fuel oil in Yellowknife, biomass heating

projects reduce the cost of heating from 40 to 50 per cent.

Cost isn’t the only advantage. The question is still being

debated, but proponents of pellets and high-efficiency boilers

claim their heating system is superior to even natural gas in

reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

According to Glen Abernethy, the minister responsible for

the Public Utilities Board, the GNWT saved close to 10 million

litres of fuel oil and reduced greenhouse gas emissions by over

25,000 tonnes between 2007 and the end of 2012 – a cost

savings of $1.8 million.

But the potential for savings is even greater, says a report by

Arctic Energy Alliance.

“If every public building within Yellowknife was heated by

wood pellets the demand would be 200,000 tonnes per year.

A further 1.5 million litres of heating oil could be displaced in

government buildings throughout the NWT.”

John Carr, a spokesman for Arctic Energy Alliance, says the

regulatory system is still learning how to deal with wood pellet

boilers. There have been some questions about building code

compliance. “There has been a learning curve, but everyone is

getting familiar with it. They see now that it works, that it’s safe

and economic.”

The government has invested $60 million on weaning as many

of the Northwest Territories’ 45,000 residents from fuel oil as

possible, providing incentives to businesses and homeowners

to convert to pellet boilers.

A recent government study found that pellet fuel consumption

in the NWT is approaching 18,000 tonnes a year – still well

short of the estimated 30,000 tonnes needed to support a

pellet mill, but Yellowknife’s plan for a district heating system,

the conversion of more private buildings, and growing demand

in Europe and North America for pellet fuel is expected to fill

the gap.
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In its scaled-back version, which kicks to the curb the grand

plan to tap geothermal heat from the former Con mine site,

the City’s district heating plan adds a dozen rather than 39

buildings to the wood boiler list. The territorial government

plans to convert as many of its buildings to pellet heat as is

practicable and Northern Property REIT, the territory’s largest

landlord, is taking the same course, which will further boost

demand.
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Current demand for pellets in the territory is met by mills in

La Crete, Alta. — more than 800 kilometres from Yellowknife

— and northern British Columbia where the forest industry is

harvesting trees destroyed by a plague of insects.

Sourcing wood pellets closer to home would reduce the

greenhouse gas emissions from trucking and could provide

economic stimulus. The NWT Biomass Energy Strategy

released two years ago aims to “work with the private sector

and Aboriginal development corporations to identify viable

business models to produce pellets and/or woodchips in the

NWT.”

Producing wood pellets at a competitive price would help

stabilize the territory’s supply of pellets, says Jim Sparling,

manager of climate change programs for the GNWT’s

department of Environment of Natural Resources.

“If you’re buying in bulk from La Crete, you can get them

delivered in Yellowknife for about the equivalent of 60 cents a

litre for heating oil right now. But there’s some concerns about

the long-term sustainability of that,” says Sparling.

Environment Minister Michael Miltenberger says the territorial

government is shifting its focus “from getting people to

convert, to the second step, developing our own northern

industry. As we convert more government and commercial

buildings, and as the price of oil goes up, it will be more and

more attractive. We just have to make sure that it’s done in the

right way in the right place where we have sustainability of

supply,” he says.

Hay River entrepreneur Brad Mapes intends to create an instant

forest industry in the NWT. He has the support of the territorial

government and First Nations, and is pressing ahead with plans

to build a $10 million mill near Enterprise that will convert fastgrowing hardwoods to pellets at the rate of 60,000 tonnes a

year. Across North America, pellets have captured imaginations

and investment dollars. A report from the International Energy

Agency Task Force says that production doubled between

2006 and 2010 to 14 million tons and is expected to double

again in the near future.

Elliott’s Arctic Green Energy brings three B-trains of pellets

a week to Yellowknife from La Crete. He has looked at the

economics of pellet manufacturing.

“Thirty per cent of round wood is lost to drying, so it’s not really

profitable unless it’s run with a sawmill. La Crete is struggling

because of its distance from major markets. We’re relatively

close to them competing with other southern manufacturers.”

Elliott has a new high-efficiency boiler that can use pellets,

chips or round wood and is also promoting combined heat

and power projects for smaller communities that rely on diesel

generators.

“We can do that cheaper than oil,” he says. “We’ve done

a proposal for the government. The communities can use

feedstock on hand – fire-burned trees and quick-growing

willows to generate sustainable biomass and portable

chippers. Boilers will burn chips not pellets. Now that First

Nations are getting interested in moving to green energy, this

will spread to all the remote northern communities.”
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Kindergarten &amp; Preschool Registration



12-08-20 7:03 PM



•	 École	J.H.	Sissons	-	French	Immersion	Prek/K

•	 Mildred	Hall	School	-	English	PreK/K

•	 Range	Lake	North	School	-	English	PreK/K

Kindergarten students must be 5 years old by December 31, 2013

Child’s birth certificate and health care card required



For more information call 766-5050 or visit yk1.nt.ca
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•	 N.J.	Macpherson	School	-	English	or	Montessori	K



Purveyors of fine food, kitchenware and giftware

Old Fashioned Butcher Shop a Choice of Free Range or Grain Fed Meats | Fresh, Local, Sustainable Fish

Health Foods | Organic Produce, Dairy and Imported Foods | Cheese and Deli Counter | Café



P (867) 873-2003 | F (867) 766-2013

480 Range Lake Road

Yellowknife NT X1A 3R9
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Need CateriNg?

Email oneofathai@hotmail.com or call 445-8258
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House and garden on School Draw. 1950s-1960s.

NWT Archives/©City of Yellowknife/N-1992-170: 0116



Story by Amy Lizotte | Images from NWT Archives

Imagine walking up to a row of outdoor vendors, the smell of coffee brewing,

baked goods steaming in the morning air. Bounds of high quality, locally grown

fresh herbs and vegetables are on offer: lettuce mixes, spinach, kale, radishes,

and juicy greenhouse-tendered tomatoes. Smell the whitefish cooking. Browse

the selection of chilled fillets, birch syrup, herbal teas gathered from wild plants.

There’s art, live music, children dancing…



By day I’m a land and environmental affairs specialist with the GNWT. But I’m

also an avid gardener and one of the founding members of the new Yellowknife

Commons Collective, a group of civic-minded agriculturalists, business owners

and government officials determined to make locally harvested goods available

to the public this summer. Come hell or high water.
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This is not a description of some established farmer’s market in a warm clime like

Vancouver or southern Ontario. This is not a dream (well, technically this broad

vision is still somewhat of a dream). This is what is being planned for right here,

where we live. Yellowknife!
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In a city with a

history of produce

production, this idea

is taking shape this

summer



The idea is not new. From 1994-1997 there

was a City Market each Saturday in Trails

End near the Racquet Club that featured a

flea market along with fish, produce, artists,

and plenty of live entertainment. Matthew

Grogono, one of its founders, says he

had to shut it down when his two partners

bailed, but he believes Yellowknife is ripe

for a market resurrection, particularly if it

could find a waterfront home in Old Town.

The idea gained momentum this time

around after local filmmaker and foodgrower France Benoit germinated a very

specific research idea that I couldn’t turn

away. Could Small Plot Intensive farming,

known as SPIN farming, be viable in

Yellowknife? It’s proven lucrative in other

parts of the country, earning people up

to $100,000 per season from low-input

garden beds. Imagine making a year’s salary

by maximizing your production from simple

backyard garden beds?

As part of my master's degree I researched

whether Yellowknifers could be SPIN

farmers and conducted locally focused

interviews to see if there was demand for

the fruits and vegetables of their labour.

Out of the cross-section of 450 people

surveyed, only one said they would not buy

local food. Eighty-eight per cent are willing

to pay a premium for it, and 96 per cent



said they would shop at a farmer’s market.

The research indicates this is viable. Don’t

be dismayed by the fact that we live in a city

of rock, trees and water. Gardens will grow

just lovely here; in fact, it is a significant part

of our history.

In the 1930s, when the first gold mines

opened in Yellowknife, gardening quickly

became an integral component of the

economy, providing the bulk of green

vegetables essential to the family dinner

table. Notable market gardens existed at

Giant Mine, Con Mine and the Peace River

Flats area. There was also the homestead of

Denis and Mildred O’Callaghan, complete

with chickens, where Somba K’e Park is

now. They later cleared land for a market

garden on the stretch between Frame and

Niven lakes.

Martin Bode’s garden at Giant successfully

cultivated cucumbers, tomatoes, cabbage,

cauliflower, carrots, beets, turnips,

potatoes, radishes, lettuce, parsley, peas,

beans, onions, rhubarb, spinach and Swiss

chard, without a greenhouse or any other

infrastructure.

Some critics would suggest that we can’t

really grow what we need here, but I assure

you, northerners are de-mystifying this

belief every year. Last summer, Yellowknife’s



View of the Ingraham Hotel on The Rock over the tomato rows in Oliver's market garden on what is now

Anderson-Thompson Boulevard in Peace River Flats. 1956. Busse/NWT Archives/N-1970-052-4817
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Arctic Farmer grew a host of beautiful

heirloom vegetables inside and out of a

greenhouse including peppers, tomatoes,

strawberries — even a northern variety of

corn. Similarly, Benoit harvested over 50

types of food – everything from cantaloupe

to quinoa – without heat, on roughly 1/32

of an acre of land.

Abundant food is being grown in many

communities in the NWT. People are

redefining models of community economic

development — slowly, organically, and

symbiotically -- in a way that benefits us and

our grandchildren, and their children and

their children’s children.

So how do we get Yellowknife growing

more food?

We take our cues from SPIN farming’s

founders, Wally Satzewich and Gail

Vandersteen, a couple based out of

Saskatoon. They found their market garden

business could make more money by

ditching the conventional approach to

agriculture in the countryside. Growing

a wide selection of vegetables on a

huge chunk of land requires expensive

equipment and high operating costs.

Instead, they negotiated with home and

business owners for yard space in the city.

By specializing their production to only

Continued on page 35
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Come see

our new

place!

5103 52nd Street

Formerly Canadian Pizza



Celebrating 20 yearS

Serving yellowkniFerS

HomeliFe SunriSe real eState (2008) ltd.

(867) 920-7653



www.homelifeyk.com
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Continued from page 32



Although urban farming in Yellowknife

won’t exactly see producers out there tilling

up hills of arable soil, we can still be creative

with the space we have, utilizing ideal sunny

and sheltered locations, implementing

vertical gardens on walls and fences,

adding greenhouses to rooftops and waste

heat sources. People would negotiate

the terms of sharing their space to a SPIN

farmer; perhaps they’d get a share of the

harvest, or just some good karma. Ideally,

the farmer would have a water truck and do

all of the work so all the landowner has to

do is enjoy watching things grow.

Part of my gardening research was to

determine whether enough backyards (or

enough small spaces) exist in Yellowknife

to operate a viable agricultural business

and also to assess the cost of operating a

low-input commercial garden bed. There is

certainly enough space in backyards. In the

research participants alone, cumulatively



Under the SPIN farming approach, one

2-by-25-foot garden bed with a mix of

lettuce, spinach, scallions and radish could

reap as much as $300, if sequential planting

is done effectively and the entire season is

utilized. Even in Yellowknife, you might be

surprised how long the growing season

could be extended with very simple plant

covers. A small, plastic hoop cover allows

a gardener to plant seeds before the snow

melts and harvest produce into October.

Many Yellowknifers noted that seasons

appear to be changing and there is a

growing opportunity to maximize gardens

through the month of September. Jackie

Milne in Hay River has demonstrated

through a uniquely designed energyefficient greenhouse that food can grow in

the NWT virtually year round with minimal

heat input.

According to very approximate numbers,

I estimate it is possible to operate 1/6 of

an acre on raised beds in Yellowknife at a

cost of $20,000. That sounds like a lot, but

there is territorial grant money available

— enough to cover this entire cost for an

interested entrepreneur. If a proactive

business could access this money, it implies,

based on the SPIN farming guides, that one

SPIN farmer (or a co-operative) could profit

$27,000 from a seasonal May – September



garden business. If more land could be

accessed that’s tillable, the expense could

be significantly reduced. Compost and

nutrients are a challenge, but over the long

term this could easily be solved through

an expansion of the City’s compost facility,

locally housed animals, or the production

of fish fertilizer. In the meantime, there is

likely more than enough chicken manure in

Hay River for all interested gardeners in the

region.

All of this encouraging information

prompted participants in my survey, local

agriculture advocates, businesses and

government representatives to get together

in Yellowknife last fall to brainstorm a vision

for urban farming. We all agreed that we

need more land, a farmer’s market and

more awareness regarding the potential

for local food production. From this the

Yellowknife Commons Cooperative arose.

In our infancy we are organizing ourselves

and preparing to revive a Yellowknife’s

Farmers Market for 2013. Dates, times and

location are all to be determined. Please

contact us if you are interested in growing

food to help us stock the market or if you are

interested in becoming a member for just a

$10 annual fee to help offset local growers’

expenses.

Just think, you may never have to eat a

bland tomato trucked from California ever

again. We need to be creative, inventive,

resourceful and collaborative like our family

members and ancestors were before us.

This is the future. Best get on with it.

To learn more about the Yellowknife

Commons Cooperative or to become a

member, contact Amy at amyruthlizotte@

gmail.com or 445 9603.



Aerial view of Con Mine housing

including garden plots.

Busse/NWT Archives/N-1979-052-4246
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Hand-driven farms, synonymous with

organic farming methods, can be more

productive and therefore profitable than

conventional farming – don’t believe the

propaganda saying otherwise! Research

shows that tending to the product by

hand instead of with large-scale machinery

makes the lands more productive and more

resilient to weather phenomena, allowing

the farmer to maintain better soil quality

and capitalize on the natural contours of the

landscape.



there is roughly 1/6 acre of yard space

available in Yellowknife. This is assuming

that each participant who identified they

had space available for backyard gardening

had on average 50 square feet to share. But

what’s significantly more promising is the

fact that the City is largely undeveloped and

has almost 7,000 acres of space that could

be assessed for agricultural potential.
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high-value crops — mixed lettuces, garlic,

radishes, scallions and spinach — in small

pockets of land, they gained efficiencies

and reaped higher profits. One of the

things that allowed them to do that was

tending to their crops by hand.



Martin Bode's large cabbages at his Yellowknife commercial garden. 1944. NWT Archives/N-1999-051: 0014



by Amy Lizotte



Yellowknifers want to mine

your peas and carrots
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An online survey

last summer of 475

people in the NWT

(mainly Yellowknifers),

revealed they’d be most

interested in buying

locally grown carrots,

peas, salad mixes and

spinach.
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soft clothing and lovely things
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Open in April | 50/50 Mini Mall | 5004 Franklin Ave | 873•3033



Insulating

air pockets.

Insulating

Inspiring

design.

air pockets.

Inspiring design.



Energy Wise

Manufacturer’s Rebate

Energy Wise



100

$100



$



Min.



Up to 50% of a home’s heating and cooling energy is lost through its windows.



Manufacturer’s Rebate With the ‘honeycomb-within-a-honeycomb’ construction and three insulating

Min.



®

®

to 50%

of a home’s

heating and

cooling

energyenergy

is lost through

its windows.

Architella

honeycomb

shades

increase

efficiency.

air pockets, Up

Duette

®

WithDuette

the ‘honeycomb-within-a-honeycomb’

and three

Architella® honeycomb shadesconstruction

between January

1st insulating

Purchase three

®

®

Architella

honeycomb

shades increase

air pockets,

Duette

and April 30th,

2013 and

you’ll receive

a $100

manufacturer’s

rebate. energy efficiency.



In the heart of

Yellowknife’s

Old Town

NWT’s largest gallery ∏ Fine art ∏ Northern souvenirs

Northern apparel and outerwear ∏ Infant and children’s wear

NWT diamonds ∏ Dawn Oman merchandise and artwork



Architella

between

January 1st

Purchase

three Duette

Architella®shades

honeycomb

shades

Also, purchase

any number

of additional

Duette®honeycomb

and April

30th,$25

2013

you’ll receive a $100 manufacturer’s rebate.

and you’ll receive

an extra

forand

each.

®



®



Also, purchase any number of additional Duette® Architella® honeycomb shades

and you’ll receive an extra $25 for each.
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5005 Bryson Drive

(867) 873-8064

gallerymidnightsun@theedge.ca

www.northerninteriors.ca • 867-920-2289
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by Laurie Sarkadi

photo Doug Kim for

BeatRoute Magazine



Shea Alain, the 23-year-old Yellowknife

musician who winces when asked to name his

former high school bands, (“Hello to Morning”

and “Tennis Court Oath” are but two) is certainly

not boastful by nature. In fact, it takes two
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As proof of the growing media buzz, the

band made a recent cover of Calgary’s

BeatRoute Magazine. From left to right,

Shea Alain, Scott Munro, Distance Bullock

and Reuben Bullock. beatroute.ca
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YKer Shea Alain

sees the light with

Reuben and the Dark



interviews, an email and a Google search to learn the lanky

Sir John graduate has been recording in London, England

with producer Chris Heyden, who is also the drummer for

British rock sensation Florence Welch, better known as

Florence + The Machine.

Unlike the soaring, epic vocals that have shot Florence’s

international popularity into the stratosphere, Shea has

been lending his smooth, flawless harmonies and steady

guitar rhythms to the Calgary-based, four-member, indie

folk group Reuben and the Dark. It was a track by songwriter

Reuben Bullock, overheard in a café in Mexico by Florence’s

manager, Mairead Nash, that brought elements of the two

bands together, and led to Nash signing Reuben and the

Dark to her British-based label Luv Luv Luv Records.

“That was pretty fun,” recalls Alain of his time in London.

“Just Reuben and I went over. We were just going to be

there for two weeks and we stayed for a month.” They

recorded two songs, including “Shoulderblade,” a languid

love song released last October that features the group’s

signature harmonies and swelling crescendos, with a dash

of Sgt. Pepper. Earlier this year they reconnected with

Hayden in a Calgary studio to complete an album.

A trained respiratory therapist and graduate of SAIT, Alain

works each winter in Calgary hospital emergency wards.

Eager to break into Calgary’s live music scene, the multiinstrumentalist met Reuben Bullock while he was curating

the Market Collective, held every two months to feature

local talent. All the spots were full, but Bullock’s girlfriend

persuaded him to give Alain a shot.

“Yah, I got in trouble for it,” recalls Bullock. “There’s so many

guys with guitars and she actually got me to make another

spot.

“Shea came out after to one of our shows and he said, ‘I

could see myself in your band,’ and then it just happened.”

Bullock, who plays with his younger and older brothers,

says Alain was the first member of the Dark who was not a

sibling.

Alain reconnects with parents Donna and Denis and his

own siblings each summer in Yellowknife, courtesy of Dan

Stockton, who flies him up to work with his company North

Cair Medical Supplies.
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“I always look forward to it,” says Alain. “When I graduated

from SAIT I was scared I wasn’t going to come back.”

It was Stockton who also sponsored the band’s flights to



Yellowknife this past Christmas break, where they played

a sold-out show at the Top Knight with Erebus and Terror,

and an intimate home concert in Old Town, which is where

I caught up with the thoughtful, hand-knit-sweater-wearing,

seriously nice guys (I should disclose that I’ve known Shea’s

family awhile and he was both of my twin’s favourite summer

soccer coach). Yellowknife was the northern icing on the

cake, after the band completed a cross-country tour last

fall in a Chevy Starcraft van dubbed the “Latina Limousina,”

sprinkling their spare, four-part-harmonized, broody

anthems across 22 cities from Vancouver Island to New York

City.

“We’ve been staying with so many Yellowknifers across the

country, guys who I went to high school with, so the band

has met a lot of people from here and I just really wanted

them to see it and experience it,” says Alain.

Proof the band got an authentic taste of the capital can

be found in a music video of the song “Eli” shot during

their visit by local filmmaker Ian MacDougall. It features

Alain driving band mates on a snowmobile and warm,

by-the-woodstove cello and guitar playing inside Monique

Robert and Dan Gillis’s houseboat. At the home concert,

Reuben Bullock and his brother Distance profusely thanked

everyone in Yellowknife for opening their hearts and homes

to them.

Sold-out shows aside, Alain says the main purpose of

Reuben and the Dark’s northern visit was to promote the

band as a potential act for this year’s Folk on the Rocks music

festival, which will announce its lineup soon.

Alain brought his own solo, songwriting talents to the

festival’s main stage in 2009 after winning the Rock the Folks

youth competition. A lucky few in Yellowknife may have

even picked up his self-titled CD. I know I did, but for the

life of me can’t find it now. Alain shyly protests my request

to purchase another, preferring instead to focus on the new

sounds of his collaborations with Reuben and the Dark.

The young men and their music may seem quiet and

introspective, but critics in Canada and across the pond

are trumpeting their praises loudly. Exclaim! Magazine

promoted their fall tour, DIY (thisisfakediy.co.uk) claimed

to have “Canada fever” in November, calling Reuben and

the Bullocks “one of the country’s finest new hopes,” while

Calgary’s BeatRoute magazine featured them on its February

cover. Alain hopes the growing media buzz will help

promote upcoming album releases.



You can find links to the band’s videos and concert dates at reubenandthedark.com. To watch the “Eli” video shot in YK, search

“Eli Reuben in the Dark” on youtube.com.
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Listen to

Experience

“There’s a strong bond between parents and their

children. Socialize with your children, and don’t

put any fear into them. You need to create

a positive environment.”



Learn more about Early Childhood Development and what you can

do to give your baby the best chance at success in life at:



rightfromthestart.ca
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Ages 0 to 3 are the most critical ages in a child’s life.

Being involved in your child’s development right

from the start creates a bright future for them.
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- Jane Modeste. Proud mother of 3. Proud grandmother of 4.
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CBC melodrama is missing YK’s real stories

by Herb Mathisen | Photo illustration Pat Kane



To preface things, I should say that, as a Yellowknifer now

living in Montreal, I basically do three things: breathe,

occasionally eat and enthusiastically spread the YK

gospel. I talk up the city’s virtues at parties, drop evertangential references whenever there’s at least a hint of

relevance to something Yellowknife and basically brag



Now the CBC will do the talking for me, I thought. Here

was Yellowknife, finally out in the open for all of Canada

to see. After our people and characters and landscapes

get some shine, Canadians will realize that Yellowknife

isn’t some slow-moving backwater, but a vibrant and

exciting place. All my hard work would be validated.

But that mood abated when Bobby meets a conspicuous

cowboy-hat-wearing associate, Ronnie Dearman –

nothing screams greedy outsider like a cowboy hat.

Outside the airport, Dearman references the city and

points toward Long Lake, but then we see the YK skyline

from somewhere near the Racquet Club. “Hey, you

can’t see downtown from there!” I yelled reflexively. This

innocuous shot told me this show would not be true to

life. As I nostalgically soaked up the pretty shots of Old

Town, my petty grievances piled up: “That isn’t Harley’s.”

“That’s not an exploration camp – that’s Long Lake.”

While these early annoyances were small inconsistencies

that only an insecure Yellowknifer like myself would
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When Yellowknife’s “prodigal son” Bobby Martin returns

to town, strutting through the airport – our airport! – I sat

there basking in the brilliant novelty of it all. “That’s the

real airport!” I exclaimed to my girlfriend, as he walked

out those terrible revolving doors. It didn’t matter to her

that it was the actual airport, but it did to me. It was all too

much.



about how the city-so-often overlooked, is like anywhere

else in the world, just cooler.
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For a while I believed that Arctic Air, in one year, had

managed to undo my entire life’s work. Honestly, I don’t

know how I could have expected otherwise after seeing

the show’s initial promos describing Yellowknife as

Calgary v2.0, but when I sat down for the first episode,

I got sucked in like geese to a turbine engine. The first

scenes, I must confess, were some of the most thrilling

television moments in my life.



care about, some oversights were less forgivable. After

dropping off a fuel load, Krista, the airline owner’s

pilot daughter, finds she has to bring cargo back from

the camp or she won’t be paid. Krista hadn’t factored

this into the return leg, meaning she likely won’t have

enough fuel to get back to Norman Wells. She makes

a snap decision to take the cargo anyways. The DC-3

predictably runs out of fuel (this aircraft’s second engine

death in two episodes) and comes into Norman Wells

“dead-stick.” Meanwhile, the co-pilot is pinned in the

cabin by a tractor, jarred loose mid-flight. But since it’s TV,

everyone is safe in the end.

Northern pilots are professionals, not mavericks, but

the show reinforces this

stereotypical recklessness,

something I found off-putting

following Yellowknife’s

horrifying recent air tragedies.

I certainly wouldn’t put my

money down for an Arctic Air

plane ticket with its stance on

safety.



Arctic Air’s Yellowknife looked like Yellowknife on the

surface, but was populated by caricatures of northern

archetypes. Businessmen are not purely greedy and

they must feel conflicted as they balance shareholder

expectations with moral decency. And aboriginal

and territorial politicians must weigh community and

environmental concerns with economic opportunities

while still living in the fishbowl North, where angry

residents can tee off at their leaders in line at Extra Foods.

But Arctic Air abandoned realistic drama – like a labouring

mother needing a medevac from Deline to Yellowknife –

for shark-jumping television drama, and I took offense to

the implication that real northern stories just weren’t that

interesting.



"	as a Yellowknifer

now living in

Montreal, I

basically do three

things: breathe,

occasionally eat

and enthusiastically

spread the YK

gospel"



Hijackings and hitmen, bomb

plots and manhunts followed.

Interspersed amongst these

hackneyed plotlines were

shots of beautiful landscapes

and cultural performances,

but it felt like the show was

veering towards exploitative.

Plus, the oversaturation of

government-sponsored

‘Spectacular NWT’

commercials seemed like the

GNWT was all too eager to endorse the show’s version of

the North, which compounded my frustration.
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The thing is, YK’s actual story reservoir is so deep, with

aviation providing such a vital link to communities across

the north. Pilots are under constant pressure to perform

and the internal politics involved in actually getting that

seat, with meritocracy butting heads with nepotism, are

subjects ripe for examination and exploration. Yet we

don’t see this.
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I don’t know what it’s like to

be a parent (I never owned

a Tamagotchi) but I imagine

the protective instincts I feel

for Yellowknife are somewhat

similar and I kept watching,

only so I could defend the

city from what the show

had been saying about it. I

quit Arctic Air this season,

though, after Bobby and

Krista landed near a forest

fire, quickly abandoned

the plane and then barely

shrugged after it blew up. Last

week, from another room, I

asked my girlfriend what was

happening. “There’s a polar

bear…” she said. “…in a

building.”



I’ll admit that I’m too hard on Arctic Air and that I

probably feel no different about it than east coasters do

about Republic of Doyle or Albertans about Heartland.

It’s like getting angry with Cheese Whiz for not being

cheese. I realize it’s a TV drama – a fictionalized, easy-toaccess story set in a fictional Yellowknife, and I doubt the

show could have ever placated me. I don’t need anyone

telling the world what Yellowknife is, because that’s my

job. From now on, if I want to see people I know on CBC,

I’ll just watch Northbeat.



An Oil

Tank Spill

Can Be a

Nightmare!

It can be harmful to you and the environment, and can cost you a lot of money.

Help prevent an unnecessary spill!

The Homeowner’s Guide to Oil Tanks

is now available. Visit www.enr.gov.nt.ca

or call 867-873-7654 for a free copy!
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Pocket the Rewards

of Energy Efficiency!

Category



Eligible Product



Appliances



Washing machines



$400 – EnErgy StAr® (non-hydro communities only)

$50 – EnErgy StAr® (hydro communities only)



refrigerators



$400 – EnErgy StAr® (non-hydro communities only)

$50 – EnErgy StAr® (hydro communities only)



Low/dual flush toilets

New!

Chest freezers

Heating

Appliances



Home

renovations



new Homes



*

**

***

****



NWT Rebate*



$50 – 4.8 litres or less per flush or dual flush

$200 – EnErgy StAr® (non-hydro communities only)

$50 – EnErgy StAr® (hydro communities only)



Wood stoves



1/3 of purchase cost, up to a maximum of $1,000



Wood pellet stoves



1/3 of purchase cost, up to a maximum of $1,000



Oil furnaces and boilers



$1,000 – oil furnace 92% AFUE** or higher

$600 – oil boiler 85% AFUE or higher



gas or propane furnaces

and boilers



$1,000 – gas boiler 92% AFUE or higher

$500 – gas furnace 95% AFUE or higher



Hot water heaters



$1,500 – replacement of electric hot water heater with oil or gas fired hot water heater;

minimum efficiency: oil fired tank .60 EF,*** gas fired tank .67 EF, oil on demand .68 EF,

gas on demand .91 EF (non-hydro communities only)

$1,000 – condensing fuel fired hot water heater (non-hydro communities only)

$700 – instantaneous (on demand) hot water heater .92 EF

$300 – condensing hot water heater .90 EF



Heat recovery ventilators



$300 – EnErgy StAr®



Windows



$100 – EnErgy StAr® Climate Zone D



Doors



$100 – EnErgy StAr® Climate Zone D



Drain water heat recovery



$165 – minimum efficiency 42%



Home insulation



varying – AEA pre-approval required



New!

Air sealing



$350 – 30% decrease or better in air leakage

$300 – 20% decrease in air leakage

$250 – 10% decrease in air leakage

(based on blower door tests before and after sealing)



New!

new homes



Available to new homes receiving Energuide label on or after April 1, 2013:

$4,500 – Energuide 84 or higher

$3,500 – Energuide 83

$2,500 – Energuide 82

$1,500 – Energuide 81

Plus $300/unit to builder, for MUrBs****



For a full rebate, qualifying products must be purchased in the nWt. Qualifying products purchased outside the nWt, but within Canada, are eligible

for 50% of the rebate amounts listed above.

Annual fuel utilization efficiency (AFUE) is a measure of the efficiency of heating appliances over a season or year.

Energy factor (EF) is an efficiency measure for rating the energy performance of water heating appliances.

the higher the EF, the greater the efficiency.

Multi-Unit residential Buildings, as per nrCan definition, require at least two stories and not more than three stories above grade, building area less

than 600 square metres and not more than 30 units.
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For more information, visit the Arctic Energy Alliance website at

www.aea.nt.ca or call 920-3333, toll-free 1-877-755-5855.



April 2013
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It wasn’t the Miner’s Mess when I first sampled the coffee in

April of 1969; it was still the Yellowknife Inn Coffee Shop. A

real old tyme diner. Green vinyl booths with chrome poles

to hang yer hat on. A jukebox you could play from your

booth by poking quarters in the tabletop
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The Miner’s Mess, the coffee shop and eatery in the original

Yellowknife Inn, shut her down Sunday, June 14, the year of

our Lord 19 and 92. A dismal day in the annals of northern

history. A sad event that set a legion of lost souls adrift

forever.
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Tale by Jim Green | Illustration by Alison McCreesh



Select-O-Matic record selector and punching in the letters

and the numbers. Along one side of the room was a counter

with a long row of green vinyl and chrome stools that could

spin all the way around, bolted to the floor. The stools had

those chrome footrest dealies underneath that you could

hang the heels of yer boots on. A right fine establishment.

So here’s the crowd in the Yellowknife Inn Coffee Shop on

a Thursday morning, a ritual for many in the early '70s. Tom

Doornbos most every day, several times a day. Smokey

Heal sporting his cattleman’s Stetson and cigar. Smokey

met his wife-to-be in there. Sam Otto sometimes. Dunc

Grant when he wasn’t flying. John Anderson-Thompson

every once in a long while. Jim McAvoy. Some geezer who

seemed to be pulling a yellow rubber chicken out from

under his coat every time he came in there. Sonny Arden.

Chuck Vaydik. Mike Piro. Bob Olexin. John Denison of ice

road fame. Norm Byrne Junior. Shorty Brown. Danny Bacon.

Walt Humphries if he was in town. Wayne Guzowski. Young

George Tuccaro, and a whole bunch more.



Transmitted Infections.

It was a good idea I suppose. Good for the health of

the public. But it sure played hell with a lot a folks who

somehow managed to get along pretty fair without their

private laundry flapping in the public breeze.

Many able-bodied men, and hefty women too, got

themselves punched out in the Gold Range after the

whole town heard their names, or their spouse’s names,

or girlfriend’s or boyfriend’s names, or somebody else’s

girlfriend or boyfriend’s names, over the radio. So it was a

great relief, and of greater public service, to the patrons of

the Yellowknife Inn Coffee Shop especially, when Northern

Health and CBC stopped doing that.



But we’re talking Thursday morning here, so there’s a

difference. There’s an almighty powerful electric charge in

the air. A tightness. Heavy. Like that pregnant pause before

the wind hits, right before the first bolt of lightning of a

purple thunderstorm.



Now we’re getting on to the days of the Miner’s Mess

Cafeteria. Nobody ever used the word ‘cafeteria’; it was

always the Miner’s Mess and just the Mess. “Meetcha at the

Mess.” The renovations and renaming happened sometime

in the early ‘70s. About 1972. Like colon cancer, progress

had settled in and taken hold. The friendly old diner was

deconstructed and remodelled to become a self-serve

joint where you lined up with plastic trays to shuffle along

the grub line. The new name was probably slapped on to

make it at least feel feeder friendly. And it was, sort of, after

a fashion.



It’s the radio they’re all half-listening to. You can see that’s

what’s on their minds. CBC radio. And here it comes. The

dreaded introduction to the long awaited proclamations.

And the deadly pronouncements from the Department of

Northern Health.



Most folks agreed that self-service sucked, but it was still the

greatest place in Yellowknife by far to get together with the

old time crowd. Northerners from all across the country had

been congregating in that room for years and continued

right on doing it.



“Would So-and-So please kindly report to Northern Health

as soon as possible on a matter of personal urgency.”



But it was different room, that new place. The tables and

chairs were all wood, for one thing, which made for a really

noisy room what with folks pulling and pushing chairs

around. Real noisy.



Now, the thing was, most everybody, the young folks

anyway, were at the dance at the Elks Hall the Friday before

so they had a pretty fair idea of who went home with who.

And the men gathered in the coffee shop, especially certain

younger men, were feeling guilty as hell and absolutely

terrified they were gunna hear their own names on the

radio. So they’re sitting there hunched over, sucking coffee

cups, and some of them praying they won’t hear their

names and they can keep the fear from their faces.

The older guys, meanwhile, are having trouble to keep from

smiling. They’re getting a big kick out of the whole Thursday

morning performance.
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Well, y’know what they did back in those days, eh? You

wouldn’t get yer shot; they wouldn’t give you the penicillin,

unless you gave them the name of the person you got the

“dose” from, a word used to cover a range of fearsome

possibilities from peeing razor blades to your toe nails

turning purple and falling off. Today they’re called Sexually



But the greatest thing about that new place was the OLDTIMERS’ TABLE. It was just a bunch of little tables shoved

together in a long row, but it was THE TABLE. Only a

newcomer would sit there by accident. Others either knew

their place at that table or sat somewhere else and waited,

prayed, for an invitation.

There was also something called the MINER’S MESS

COFFEE CLUB. An exclusive clan who actually had their

own blue enamel cups hanging on pegs on the wall with

their names painted on them. I was invited to sit at that table

a few times – and I loved it.

I looked forward fondly to the day I could waltz into the

Miner’s Mess any old time and plunk myself down at the

old-timers’ table, knowing I belonged there.

Hell, I could do it now. I got 40 years in. But the Mess

is gone.



This story has been adapted from Jim Green’s most recent of two CDs, “Yellowknife – Notes from the Gold Range,” available at the

Book Cellar. www.jimgreenstoryteller.com
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need a

getaway...

15% off



NACC tiCket holders

oN performANCe Nights



15% off



Co-op memBers with

memBership CArd



oyster tuesdAys



fresh mAlpeques



wiNd dowN wedNesdAys



whole rACk 1/2 priCe



LIKE us on FacEbooK

(867) 669-WInE (9463)

LocatEd In thE KIngpIn cEntrE

51st strEEt

tuEsday to saturday, 5 pm – cLosE

sunday 10 am – 2 pm



ThornTon’s

Wine &amp; Tapas room
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A lovely BreAk
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suNdAy BruNCh
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Is Your Health Care Card

Expiring?

Is Your Health Care Card

NWT Health Care Plan

Expiring?



12-08-20 7:39 PM



Assurance - maladie des TNO



NWT Health Care Plan

Assurance - maladie des TNO



SMITH, JANE MARIE

N6739906



EXP 03/31/2013



Check

the bottom

right hand corner of your health care card

SMITH,

JANE MARIE

EXP 03/31/2013

N6739906

for expiry

date.

You are responsible for renewing your health care card.

Check the bottom right hand corner of your health care card

for

expirycan

date.

Renewal

be completed four months in advance of the

expiry date.

You are responsible for renewing your health care card.

You can download the form from www.hss.gov.nt.ca or call

Renewal

can be Administration

completed fouratmonths

in advance The

of the

Health Services

1-800-661-0830.

form

expiry

date.

can

also

be picked up at your nearest health center or hospital.
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You can download the form from www.hss.gov.nt.ca or call

Health Services Administration at 1-800-661-0830. The form

can also be picked up at your nearest health center or hospital.



March 2013 | www.hss.gov.nt.ca
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March 2013 | www.hss.gov.nt.ca
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